January 8, 2015
Dear Archangel Michael:
What insights can you give around the comparison between Captain Kirk, Captain Picard and
me?
They knew their role, and they knew their responsibility as the captains of the Enterprise,
and, at least on the screen, they lived it.
The captains you mention provide an example for you to explore, first within yourself and
then, after you are clear, with others. There is a wealth of information contained within the
TV series and in the movies. It was your Higher Self that has brought the captains, the
crew, and the starship Enterprise back into your awareness.
What is your role, what did you sign up for, and why are you here? These are questions
you have been asking yourself ever since you came here in 2002. No one can answer these
questions but you. In the past you have given your power over to some who came on your
path, thinking that they might know better how to run Angel Valley than you did. Some
took your lead, and actually attempted to fill the captain position. You now contain the
lessons learned through those experiences of giving your responsibility over to others.
Yes, it is about time that you truly step into the role that you have been preparing for.
During many lifetimes you have been exploring different aspects of leadership, of following
others, and everything in between. For most of your many lives where leadership was the
theme, you were mainly focused upon using your ego/personality to lead or command.
Those days are over for you!
Even in the early years of being at Angel Valley you functioned more from your
ego/personality than what your Higher Self would have preferred. Now, having
experienced and learned through the sweat lodge incident and the bankruptcy, you are
ready to fulfill ‘Thy Will’ in your leadership of NuLEMURIA in Angel Valley!
It is time for you to fully awaken and remember that you have literally been assigned to be
this valley’s caretaker. It has chosen you and you have chosen it. There is nobody else to do
the job! From the first time you connected with this land well over 44,000 years ago,
through all your different lifetimes here in the valley, you have been preparing both
yourself and the valley for this moment.
The time has come on planet Earth for all who choose to awaken: to remember who they
truly are and to acknowledge their Divinity. It is time for all humans to turn their focus
upon loving themselves more than anything or anyone else, upon doing ‘Thy Will’ by
listening to their hearts, and upon following their heart’s highest excitement. Everything
will align perfectly when humans make this choice.

Your Rainbow Bridge offers support to all who cross it, physically or energetically, who
choose to embrace their Divinity, and choose to make doing ‘Thy Will’ a focus in their
lives. When the personality and the ego are focused upon doing ‘Thy Will’, listening to
their heart and their ‘Higher Self’, the shift will occur from 3rd dimensional consciousness
into a 5th dimensional consciousness.
Not everyone who claims to be part of the 5th dimensional world is really there yet. Even
though it is their focus, they may still have a little more work to do with their
ego/personality.
My commitment:
As captain of the Starship NuLEMURIA, my orders, my directions, my insights, and my
guidance come, to the best of my ability, from my Now-Moment connection with All That Is,
GOD, through my Higher Self and through my heart!
Make the following statement to those you are working with and living with:
‘I invite you to comment and point out to me when you feel my 3D ego/personality is raising
its head. I ask that you also explore your own 3D belief or experience and to share by example
how you have dealt or are dealing with your ego/personality in your own life.’
You cannot see in another but a mirror reflection of what is inside you. It is easier to hear
another’s comments when they are sharing their own transformation of their 3 D
ego/personality.
If you are committed to be in alignment with the higher mission and purpose of why you
are here, the Angelic Realm will always let you know when you are in the 3D and not in the
5D consciousness.
Take this information and insights, while being clear that you are ready to fully step into
being the Captain of the Starship NuLEMURIA.
You are right, in realizing that the money to fuel the flight of the Starship NuLEMURIA
will not be made available until there is a true captain at the helm!
Thank you, for choosing to awaken and to remember your role as a captain! How could
you assist others in awakening into their truth, if you were not willing to do the same
yourself?
Be the Example!
Thank you, Archangel Michael, for always being with me and supporting my growth!

